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“Instead of micromanaging teachers, principals
should lead efforts to collectively monitor
student achievement through professional
learning communities.”
—Richard DuFour and Mike Mattos,
How Do Principals Really Improve Schools?
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Principals are in a paradoxical position. No Child Left

of teachers by their principals will lead to higher levels
of student learning is only valid if two conditions exist.

The second is that principals have the time and expertise to
strategies of both of these reform initiatives largely ignore
this call for practices grounded in research. Principals are

that teacher in the classroom. Neither of these conditions

being asked to improve student learning by implementing

exists.

mandated reforms that have consistently proven ineffective

Do Carrots and Sticks Motivate Teachers?

in raising student achievement.
The current emphasis on using more intensive
supervision and evaluation of teachers to improve school

educators choose to use mediocre instructional strategies

performance illustrates this irony. According to Race to

and withhold effective practices until they receive increased

highly effective educators with merit pay and remove those
deemed ineffective.

best strategies they possessed to promote student success.

Faulty Logic

offering stronger rewards when educators move in the right
direction and applying more dire consequences when they

Research has consistently established that merit pay does
that the current system of teacher evaluation in the

not improve student outcomes or change teacher behavior

United States is ineffective. Three of four teachers report
that their evaluation process has virtually no impact on

improving schools would not be tied to merit pay.
superior. Tenured teachers are almost never found to be

Drive: The
Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us
has a decidedly negative effect on the performance
of knowledge workers like educators. This is not new

So why not make tougher evaluation of teachers a

leaders must “drive out fear” from their organizations

principals to spend more time in classrooms supervising
and evaluating teachers into better performance?
The premise that more frequent and intensive evaluation

program for improving schools would not be tied to
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sanctions and punishments intended to generate fear.

environment where any or all of those responsibilities may
suddenly be put on the back burner by crises over which

school systems use such strategies. The American

What We Learned as Principals

research evidence related to growth models nor best practice

policy of having principals observe teachers and help them

related to assessment supports the proposed requirement
that assessment of teachers and principals be based centrally

winning principals who devoted massive amounts of time
and energy to trying to improve teaching through our

solely as higher scores on an annual standardized
achievement test.

Do Principal Observations
Improve Teaching Practices?
But even if we set the research
principals have the time and
expertise to enhance student
learning through classroom
observations? Is this the best
way to improve a school?

the Top grant. The Tennessee

The most powerful
strategy for improving
both teaching and
learning is to create
the collaborative
culture and collective
responsibility of a PLC.

teachers in content areas in which
we were clueless. As former social
to help a Spanish teacher improve

equipped to enhance the pedagogy of
an industrial arts teacher when we
were mechanically inept. Because we
frequently were unable to determine
the appropriateness of either the
to resort to generic observations about
teaching and apply what we knew

data. Principals or evaluators must observe new teachers
six times each year and licensed teachers four times each
were sometimes able to help a teacher become aware
of unintended instructional or classroom management
work a teacher was doing because we had witnessed it

Principals must then input data on the observation using the
state rubric for assessing teachers. Principals report that the

own knowledge about what constitutes effective teaching.
So classroom observations can be meaningful and

process requires four to six hours for each observation.
as their key strategy for improving their schools. Perhaps
intensive supervision of teaching would be a viable strategy
recognize the crushing demands on the contemporary
different responsibilities that principals must address in an
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Research shows that educators in schools that have
given strategy can only be determined by evidence of its effect

embraced PLCs are more likely to

engage in critical conversations about improving

The Case for the PLC Process
If principals want to improve student achievement in their
practice at the same time that they promote shared
teaching
of student learning.
other. The key to improved student learning is to ensure more
good teaching in more classrooms more of the time. The most

Research has also established that simply providing time
for educators to meet will have no effect on student learning

the collaborative culture and collective responsibility of a
question of who will determine what constitutes the right
Studies conducted by the Center on Organization and
teacher teams have the authority to determine what will
happen at team meetings?
and teachers engage in collective inquiry to decide on the

positive effect of the PLC process on both student and adult
The collective results of these studies offer
an unequivocal answer to the question about
whether the literature supports the assumption
that student learning increases when teachers
participate in professional learning communities.
The answer is a resounding and encouraging yes.

teach?

throughout the unit in our classrooms and at its
conclusion as a team?

researchers concluded that successful systems structured
their schools to function as PLCs to provide the teacher
collaboration vital to powerful professional development
which members share responsibility to help all students
the key to improving teaching was ensuring that educators
“participate in a professional learning community that is
focused on becoming responsive to students.”
support they need to accomplish their objectives.
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assessment frameworks used by their state or province to
ensure they become familiar with the format and rigor of
on the power of common formative assessments to improve
members might need recommendations from content experts
on the criteria they should use in assessing the quality of
student work as well as time to practice applying those criteria
But the most vital support a principal can give these

Five Steps to Success on the
PLC Journey
1.

collaborative teams is helping them use evidence of student

Embrace the premise that the fundamental purpose of
the school is to ensure that all students learn at high levels and

instructional strategies seem most effective based on actual

enlist the staff in examining every existing practice, program,
and procedure to ensure it aligns with that purpose.
2.

Organize staff into meaningful collaborative teams
that take collective responsibility for student learning and work

far more likely to improve teaching practice than a principal

interdependently to achieve shared goals for which members

stopping by a classroom a few times each year to see whether

hold themselves mutually accountable.

the teacher is making the right moves.
The PLC process also promotes shared leadership by

3.

Call on teams to establish a guaranteed and viable curriculum
for each unit that clarifies the essential learning for all

empowering teams to make important decisions. Teachers

students, agree on pacing guidelines, and develop and
administer common formative assessments to monitor each
student’s learning at the end of each unit.
4.

Use the evidence of student learning to identify
t 4UVEFOUTXIPOFFEBEEJUJPOBMUJNFBOETVQQPSUUP
become proficient.



progress. Principal acknowledgement and appreciation are

t 4UVEFOUTXIPOFFEFOSJDINFOUBOEFYUFOTJPOPGUIFJS
learning because they’re already highly proficient.



t 5FBDIFSTXIPIFMQTUVEFOUTBDIJFWFBUIJHIMFWFMTTP
team members can examine those teachers’ practices.



who fail to honor the commitments to their team and their
obligations to their students. These principals make it clear

t 5FBDIFSTXIPTUSVHHMFUPIFMQTUVEFOUTCFDPNF
proficient so team members can assist in addressing the
problem.



t 4LJMMTPSDPODFQUTUIBUOPOFPGUIFUFBDIFSTXFSFBCMFUP
help students achieve at the intended level so the team
can expand its learning beyond its members to become
NPSFFGGFDUJWFJOUFBDIJOHUIPTFTLJMMTPSDPODFQUT5IF

opt out of the collaborative team process in any way. They
are willing to use their authority to break down the walls of
educator isolation and create new norms of collaboration and

team can seek help from members of other teams in the
building with expertise in that area, specialists from the
central office, other teachers of the same content in the
district, or networks of teachers throughout the United
4UBUFTUIBUUIFZJOUFSBDUXJUIPOMJOF
5.

Create a coordinated intervention plan that ensures that

A Culture of Collective Responsibility
Both research and our own experience as principals have
convinced us that this PLC process is more likely to improve

students who struggle receive additional time and support for

instruction than classroom observations. An algebra teacher

learning in a way that is timely, directive, diagnostic, precise,

has a better chance of becoming more effective when he or

and most important, systematic.

she works with other algebra teachers weekly to improve
student learning than when he or she is observed by a former
social studies teacher four times a year.
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Asking the Right Question
If current efforts to supervise teachers into better
solution is not to double down on a bad strategy and demand
punitive evaluations. The effort to improve schools through
the conditions and practices that led to those better results.

tougher supervision and evaluation is doomed to fail because
it asks the wrong question. The question

unable to achieve its goals because
classroom are repeatedly unable
more pressure on the teacher in that
classroom to try new practices.
confronted with state or district
policies that mandate a more
stringent approach to evaluation?
Although principals may be stuck

The PLC process
is more likely
to improve
instruction
than classroom
observations.

better job of monitoring student learning?
leaders” who attempt to ensure that teachers
learning leaders who create a schoolwide
focus on learning both for students and the
adults who serve them.
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Mike Mattos is an internationally recognized author, presenter, and practitioner who specializes in uniting
teachers, administrators, and support staff to transform schools by implementing response to intervention
and professional learning communities.
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